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Wide channeling beam x-ray laser 
M. Strauss@ and N. Rostoker 
Physics Department, University of California, Irvine, California 92717 

(Received 18 June 1990; accepted for publication 19 March 199 1) 

A channeling beam x-ray laser is proposed which is weakly dependent on the channeling 
length. The scheme is based on applying Bragg reflections to direct the amplified radiation 
toward a longitudinal cavity direction which is transverse to the beam propagation, This 
scheme implements a crystal distributed feedback cavity and is restricted to short radiation. 
wavelength of the order of the crystal unit cell dimension. 

Channeling x-ray lasers are based on a relativistic elec- 
tron beam which propagates through axial or planar crys- 
tal channels and populates transverse bound states,’ Tran- 
sition between these discrete states yield narrow width, 
strongly forward peaked and tunable x-ray radiation.2 The 
emitted radiation is limited by the range of the channeling 
length I,, which is the length the beam particles stay in the 
bound channeling states. This length is affected by the par- 
ticle interactions with the crystal and at room temperature 
its value can be of the order of 100 pm. In a single pass 
x-ray laser’ the amplification length is limited by the chan- 
neling length and the requirement on the gain or beam 
current density is increased. In a distributed feedback con- 
cept based on multiple Bragg reflections of the radiation in 
the beam direction,3 the channeling length limits the cavity 
longitudinal dimension. 

In this letter we propose a scheme which is weakly 
dependent on the channeling length. The scheme is based 
on applying Bragg reflections to direct the amplified radi- 
ation toward a longitudinal cavity direction transverse to 
the beam propagation (see Fig. 1). 

Two sets of crystal planes for Bragg reflections are 
considered. In Fig. 2 the first set of planes parallel to the 
z-y plane are presented. The channeling planes are parallel 
to the z-x plane. Primary radiation with wave vector k, is 
emitted in the beam direction. The primary wave is tuned 
so it can be Bragg reflected from the z-y set of planes and 
form with the reflected wave k2 a two-beam Borrmann 
mode. This mode generate a standing wave with nodes on 
the atomic sites in the x direction and an energy flow in the 
+ z direction (see Fig. 2). The second set of planes par- 

allel to the x-y plane are presented in Figs. 1 and 3. This set 
Bragg reflects the radiation waves k, and kz to form the 
waves k, and k, respectively. The sum of the waves k, and 
k4 generate a two-beam Borrmann mode with standing 
wave in the x direction and a reflected energy flow in the 
- z direction. Thus, the z-y planes acts as Borrmann 

planes and direct the energy parallel to these planes. The 
x-y planes couple the radiation flowing in the *z direc- 
tions and acts as an effective mirror structure with distrib- 
uted feedback and generate a standing wave in the z direc- 
tion.4 That is, standing waves are generated in the x and z 
directions with nodes on atomic sites and the absorptions 

*‘Visiting Scientist on leave from the Nuclear Research Center, Negev, 
P.O. Box 9001, Beer-Sheva, Israel. 

located cIose to the sites are strongly reduced.5F6 The trans- 
verse dimension of ithe cavity, a, is selected to be of the 
order of the channeling length, a < ie sin.( 8). The channel- 
ing length limits only the transverse dimension of the cav- 
ity. The longitudinal cavity dimension, L., can be scaled up 
by many orders of magnitude by increasing the transverse 
dimension of the channeling beam independent of the 
channeling length. In the following we analyze the condi- 
tions to obtain amplified radiation modes with very low 
threshold gain. 

We consider a two level system of channeling bound 
states ) 1) and I2), where IS’, and cio(, = e2 - el are the 
population and energy differences, respectively. 1*3 The 
Doppler up shifted radiation, w = we/( 1 - u/c) 
z 27&s with u as the beam velocity, is emitted in the k, 
direction and is tuned to closely matc’h Bragg reflection 
conditions with the two sets of planes parallel to the z-y 
and x-y planes (see Fig. 3). The reflected radiation fulfills 
the Bragg relations: kZ - kt = rl, k3 - k, = r2, kl = - k3, 
and k4 = - kt, where 7, and r2 are the reciprocal lattice 
vectors representing the set of planes z.,y and x-y, respec- 
tively. For crystals like diamond or silicon the emitted 
radiation wave length is of the order 5 A and for we = 3 eV 
the beam energy is 10 MeV. 

We consider the electric field of the radiation as a lin- 
ear combination of the four partial traveling waves 
eiexp[ - iw(t - kj*r)], where i = 1, 2, 3, 4, ei is the 
slowly varying part of the fields, ki= k/k and ) ki[ = k 
= o/c. By applying the Maxwell-Bloch scheme for the ra- 
diation field and the polarization of the particle states a set 
of coupled equations for the partial fields can be obtained.4 
The coupling between the fields is due to the periodic re- 
flection and absorption functions, and t’he set of four field 
equations can be written for ei, where i = 1, 2, 3, 4, as:4*7 
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FIG. 1. Wide beam x-ray laser scheme. 
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FIG. 2. Two beam Borrmann mode.  

la -- catE’+w~i+ (uo--gj)Ej+U,Ej+1 

+G&, + &+2=0 (1) 

and i + 4  = i. Here uo=~o + iKo + ia, where ,uo and  u. 
are the average absorpt ion and  reflection coefficients, re- 
spectively, and  S is the detuning of the waves from match- 
ing the exact Bragg condit ion for the reflection planes. For 
i= 1, 3  Vi= U, and  u[= u,, and for i=2,4 Ui= U, and u,! 

= u, where u,= ,LL, + iK, and u, = pX + ids The factors 
CL, and  K~ are the resonance absorpt ion and  reflection coef- 
ficients, respectively, due  to the periodic set of planes Z-JJ.~ 
In a  similar way we define pcL, and  K~ as absorpt ion and  
reflection coefficients, respectively, relative to the set of 
planes x-y. The  factor u[ = u, U=,U + in, where Jo and  K are 
the back reflection and  absorpt ion coefficients, respectively. 
For simplicity ur is taken independent of i. The partial 
wave frequencies are detuned relative to the particle tran- 
sition frequency as Ai= W( 1  - V.ki/C) - we. The  reso- 
nance condit ion is appl ied for the f, wave, where 
Iv=ki/c] = u/c and A ,zOorw=wc/(l-u/c).Theother 
waves are out of resonance and hi--w. Thus the only in- 
teraction of the radiation with the beam is with the k, wave 
and the gain factors can be  written as gi= g*Sii.3 

The  system at threshold is represented by the set of 
equations, Eq. (l), at steady state.3 W e  use the transfor- 
mations x/4, -t X, z/+~ + z, where 4, = sin 6  and  
#z = cos 6. W e  further transform l i to eiexp[ g(x 
+ z)/4] and  define the four field variables as 

E’* = eife4 and  EL = e3  =I=+. The  ma in spatial variations 
are in the narrow transverse x direction. The  longitudinal 
variations in the z direction are small, and  for L%a the 
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FIG, 3. Orientation of the four radiation waves.  

derivatives with respect to z can be  ignored in Eq. ( 1) . The  
following set of four coupled equations E’+ , E’_ , E’+, and  
E’- are obtained from Eq. ( 1) : 

g+ uo--$*ux e : ) 
g  --& + (ufUZ)E:=O, (24 

a --ax+uo-~*u, g --& + (Ufu,,E:=O. (2b) 

To obtain the modes with the lowest threshold gain we 
transform the set of four wave equations, Eqs. (2a) and  
(2b), to an  approximate set of two effective waves. The  set 
of coupled two waves are3t4 

(-g+vo-;)E’+vr~=O, 
( a 

--&+vo-; &+vd=O, 1  (3b) 

where v. = p. + k. + zS, v=p + in. Here p. and  rc, are 
the average absorpt ion and  reflection coefficients, respec- 
tively, and  ,U and K are the Bragg coupling resonance terms 
due to the periodicity in the absorpt ion and  reflection func- 
tions in the x direction. The  gain factor g  represents the 
amp lification only in the forward, T, direction. The  bound-  
ary condit ions are E’(X = - a/2) = 0  and  E’(X 
= a/2) = 0  and  no  external radiation sources are assumed. 
Following the treatment in Ref. 4  in the lim it of strong 
reflection we obtain for the selectivity S and  lowest thresh- 
old gain g  that 

a=-Kof &+ ‘-fA [ (2 o)2-P2+;]1’2. (4) 

K 

F=“- (s+Ko) 

3  

@[( ~‘+&)a~] 
(5) 

In the following we use the two wave solutions, Eqs. 
(4) and  (5) to obtain the selectivity condit ion and  the 
threshold gain for the four wave case. The  lowest threshold 
gain is obtain for 1  E, 1  z 1  e2  1  =: I l 3 I =: 1  e4  I, with the bound-  
ary condit ions EL (x = - a/2) = 0  and  &(x 
= a/2) = 0  and  no  external radiation sources. Two pos- 
sible cases are considered in the following with low absorp- 
tions: the case E , z e4  and  the case e1  z - E+ 

Case A: E , ZQ. For this case e’+ s et- and  l ‘+ > E’- , 
thus (S/ax) et- and  (S/ax) e’! can be  ignored in Eqs. (2a) 
and  (2b). From the set of four equat ions we can solve for 
et- and  E’- to obtain an  effective two wave coupled equa-  
tions for et+ and  &+ of the form of Eqs. (3a) and  (3b). In 
the strong reflection case we obtain from Eqs. (4) and  (5) 
the threshold gain g  and  the selectivity S for this mode  

gi=2(Po+p,--pz-p) + 12( f$,/a)3/(~+~z)2, (6) 

and& = - ~~ - K~ + K= + K, where weuseda + a/&and 
4, = sin 13,. For this mode  &+ =: - d+ or 
El= - E2Z - E3- -Q. The  first term in gl represents the 
reduced absorpt ion for p. =: pX z pr =: p, and  is generated 
when standing waves in the x and  z direction are generated 
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with nodes on the atomic sites7 The second term in gi is 
due to reflections4 and can be written in terms of the chan- 
neling length by replacing &,/a by l/1,. 

CaseB:et=: - Q. In this case E’- ) et+ and E’- ) E’+ , 
thus (d/ax)e: and (a/ax)&+ can be ignored in Eqs. (2a) 
and (2b). We can solve for E’+ and E’+ to obtain an effec- 
tive two wave coupled set of equations for et- and E’- of 
the form of Eqs. (3a) and (3b). For this case two possible 
modes are obtained with relatively low absorptions. Using 
the two wave solutions, Eqs. (4) and (S), the first mode is 

&$=4( c”o - CL, - ,& + P) + 1%#xhd34K - K,)‘, (7) 
and a,= - ~~ + K, + K= - K, where for this mode E’- 
z Et orelz - E2zE3z - 154. 

The second mode is 

&=~(Po-/&+/-&--) + 12(&/d3/(K-K,)2, (8) 
and s3 = - Ko + K, - Kr + K, where E’- z - I?‘- or 
El Z=EZ’= - E3Z - 4. 

The three modes, Eqs. (6), (7)) and (8), possess low 
threshold gain due to absorptions for PO z pu, =: p, z p, be- 
cause of the near cancellation of the absorption coeffi- 
cients.7 This result is characteristic of the Borrmann effect, 
where standing waves are generated with nodes on the 
atomic sites which drastically reduce the radiation absorp- 
tion.5 In crystals with low atomic numbers, e.g., LiH, 
poz10 cm-’ and the Borrmann effect cancellation of the 
absorption can be lo- ‘pa and a threshold gain due to 
absorption of 2X lo- * cm- ‘. The term in the threshold 
gain due to reflections depends on the transverse dimension 
of the cavity a, the strength of the back reflections K, and 
the reflections K= from the z-y planes. For the channeling 
length lo = a/& the threshold gain scales as ( l/lo)3. The 

lowest threshold due to reflection is obtained for the first 
mode, Eq. (6), where K and rc, are added. In this case for 
K = K,= 104 cm-’ and lo=90 pm, we get g=5X lo-* 
cm-’ and low threshold values can be obtained. For a 
coherence length of 10 p, beam energy of 10 MeV a high 
current density of lo5 A/cm’ leads to a threshold gain of 
5X 10m2 cm-‘. To reduce the high current density re- 
quirement for a practical system a further effort should be 
done to reduce the threshold gain. 

It is possible to further reduce the i.hreshold gain by 
increasing the number of diffraction sets of planes which 
satisfy the Bragg conditions simultaneously. In this case 
standing waves are generated in several directions relative 
to an atomic site, gecerating a larger nodal region around 
the atomic sites and reducing the radiation absorption, For 
some of the modes the effective reflection coefficient is in- 
creased by adding up the reflections from several sets of 
planes as in Eq. (6), and the threshold gain is reduced, For 
these modes it is possible to further reduce the required 
value of the channeling length. 

This work was supported by NRL/SDIO. 
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